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Leading online jeweler offers savings of up to $100 off select watches 

 

(Modesto, Calif.) May 2009 – Titanium-Jewelry.com, a leading online 
retailer of men’s wedding bands, tungsten rings, titanium rings and 
unique contemporary jewelry, presents the perfect gift for this 
season’s graduates: Choose from a variety of handsome Formotion 
watches or men’s and ladies Swiss Tungsten watches. 

"Graduation is a very special time and choosing a graduation gift that 
truly makes a statement needn’t be difficult," said Ron Yates, founder, 
Titanium-Jewelry.com. "Celebrating the achievements of graduates 
with a watch helps them make a great first impression as they begin 
or advance their careers. Our selection of modern watch styles 
updates this traditional graduation gift.” 

Swiss Tungsten watches come in a variety of elegant and stylish men’s 
and ladies watch styles that are suitable for any personality. The bold 
look of the Red Chronograph dial is a standout gift for him while the 
Black Chronograph Tungsten Carbide watch is a trusted favorite. The 
Ladies Sport Tungsten Carbide watch makes a great gift for the active 
woman. The matching men’s and ladies Scallopini by Swiss Tungsten 
features a sleek and modern design with black face and sapphire 
crystal. 



Titaniun-Jewelry.com brings cutting edge designs to market offering 
affordability and stylish value to couples in search for unique rings and 
contemporary jewelry. Enticing grooms and couples worldwide, the 
online retailer provides a multitude of styles and metals representing 
the best selection of palladium rings, titanium rings, tungsten rings, 
and men's wedding bands for the up and coming male and female 
demographic. For more information, please visit http://www.titanium-
jewelry.com. 

For a limited time, Titanium-Jewelry.com is offering savings on Swiss 
Tungsten watches. To receive promotion, please 
visit http://www.titanium-jewelry.com/watches.html and click on the 
product. 

 
About Titanium-Jewelry.com 
Titanium-Jewelry.com provides a wide selection of titanium 
rings, tungsten rings, mens watches and black titanium jewelry 
uniquely styled for men and women. Experts in modern mens wedding 
rings andmodern metals jewelry, Titanium-Jewelry.com leads the 
industry in contemporary jewelry fashions. For more information, 
please visitwww.Titanium-Jewelry.com. 
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